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§1. Introduction
In this note we give an example of hypoelliptic operators which are not
micro-hypoelliptic. Non-micro-hypoellipticiy of the example arises from the
oscillation of the coefficient with a zero of infinite order.
Let us consider the following semi-elliptic operator with infinite degeneracy:
(1.1)

L = a(x, .y, Dx) + g(x)b(x, y, Dy)

in R" = R'xl X R?,2.

Here g(jc) E Cx and satisfies
(A.I)

g(x)>0

for *^0

and 5^(0) = 0 for any /3.

Here a(x, y, Dx} and b(x, y, DY) are differential operators with Cx coefficients
of order 2€ and 2m. We assume that a(x, y, DY) and b(x, y, Dv) are strongly
elliptic with respect to x and y, respectively, that is, for Q, C 2 >0

(A.2)

Re a(x, y, ?) > Q | ^|2f and

(A.3)

Re &(*, y, ?7)>C 2 |?7| 2m

hold if | §| and |ry| are sufficiently large. In [3] the one of authors (T.M.) proved
that the operator L is hypoelliptic, i.e.
(1.2)

sing supp u = sing supp Lu

for

w E 2)'.

This ameliorates the old work [2] (c.f. FediT [1]) of another author (Y.M.).
Actually, in [2] the following condition was required to show (1.2) in case of
There exist constants C and a (0 < o< l/{2(m - € + m€)})
such that |3fg(j)|<Cg(j) l - a|/31

/or

|]8| <2(m- € + m€).
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In the recent paper [4] the one of authors (T.M.) also has studied the microhypoellipticity of L and has given the following theorem:
Theorem A. Let z = (jc0, yo'-, £o> *?o) be a point in 7*(E") (jt0, £o E R"1 and
y(), r?0£R'12) w/fA \rjo\ +0. Let L be the operator "(1.1) satisfying (A.1)-(A.3).
(i) /H f/ze case where £>m,L is micro-hypoelliptic at z, that is, z $ WF (Lu)
implies z $ WF u
(ii) In the case where € < ra, L is still micro-hypoelliptic at z if g(x) satisfies the
folio wing condition :
There exist constants C and T (0 < T< l/{2(m - €)})
such that \d£g(x)\<C g(x)*-TW

for

|/?|<2(ra-€).

We remark that Theorem A is valid in the case where g(x) vanishes finitely
at x = 0. In this case, (A.4) implies g(x) = o(\x\2(m~l)). If x EE1 and g(x) =x2k
for an integer k>0 then it follows from (A.4) that k>m — f. By ParentiRodino [5], it is known that i f O < & < r a - € , hypoelliptic operator D2* + x2kD^m
in E2 is not micro-hypoelliptic at (0, 0; 0, 1) E T* (E2). The condition (A.4) is
satisfied when g(x) = ip(x)k for some integer k > m — € and some C~ function
ty(x) with 7/;(*)>0 for xi=0. This fact can be seen by noticing that i//(*) 2 <
Const. ip(x) near the origin. On the other hand, we see that for integer k>0
(1.3)

gk(x} = exp(-l/|*|)sin2*jr/|*| + exp(-l/|x| 2 )
(cf. Remark 2 in [2, Section 1])

does not satisfies (A.4) if A:<m — €. In fact, for \/3\ = 2k and integer ;>0
have

we

d?gk(x) = 0(e~J), gk(x} = 0(e~j2), \x\ = II j, as /-» oo.
In order to consider the necessity of (A.4), we set
(1.4)

Lk = a(x,Dx)+gk(x)b(x,Dy)

in E.i x E;!2,

where a and b satisfies (A. 2) and (A. 3), respectively (but they are independent
of y variable).
Theorem B. Let t, m and k be positive integers such that m > € + 2 and
k < m - € - 1. // gk(x} is the function (1.3) with x E E1 and if Lk is the above
operator then Lk is not micro-hypoelliptic at z = (0, y0; 0, TJO) E T*(E* X Ef)
with
If (A.4)' denotes the condition (A.4) with r replaced by r' (0<r'<
l/{2(m -€ — !)} then Theorem B shows that (A.4); is necessary in general for L
to be micro-hypoelliptic. Unfortunately, in case of m = € + 1 the theorem says
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nothing concerning the necessity of conditions like (A. 4). In the next section we
shall give the proof of Theorem B influenced by [5] though our method is a little
different from the one there. To end Introduction authors wish to express their
hearty gratitude to Professor N. Iwasaki for useful discussions.
§2.

Proof of Theorem B

For the sake of simplicity we shall prove Theorem B in case of y E. R1 (n2 = 1),
yo = 0 and rjo = I since the proof in general case is similar. Throughout this
section we assume that m > € + 2. We construct a singular solution u(x, y) in the
form
DC

(2.1)

u(x, y) = X rfj* exp(^)wX*),
7=1
2

where r]j= exp{; /4m}. We require that Uj(x) E Co" satisfies
(2.2)

supp

l

Ujc{\x-j-

\ <r 2 /3} - Qj,

S;-(0)>l/(2i,}/2)

(2.3)

and
(2.4)

|SX£)l=£C,»j ; ,

where Q > 0 is a constant independent of /. Hereafter we denote constants by
Ck(k = 1,2, . . .) and c. Note that

=

a(x, Dx)+gk(x)b(x,

TJJ)}UJ(X).

Setting fj(x) = {a(x, Dx) +gk(x)b(x, T]J)}UJ(X) we require that the Fourier
transform of //(#) satisfies with C2 > 0 independent of j
(2.5)

!£(£)! ^C2TJ7"'
>oc

where Nj-^>^ 0'—
require
(2.6)

on

). Furthermore, with C 3 >0 and c>0 independent of; we
7X£)|<C 3 <»/y> c for all geR 1 .

Once we could obtain M;-(JC) (and/ y -(jir)) satisfying (2.2) — (2.6) w(^c, y) of the form
(2.1) would be the desired singular solution. In fact, let q>(x) be arbitrary Co"
function such that cp=l in a neighborhood of the origin and $5(0) = 1. The
support of Uj shrinks to x = 0 when / tend to ^c and the sum of finite terms of the
right hand side of (2.1) belongs to C0". In considering the wave front set of u(x, y)
near the origin we may regard the Fourier transform of (p(x)q>(y)u(x, y) as
follows:
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If j i = j ' we have

because r}}12 - 77}^, > 1. Write

Since <p(??)e^ we have |<p(r?)] ^ CN<r]>~N for any integer W and some constant C/v the second term of the right hand side is majorated by rj~'l° with a
constant factor. By means of (2.3) we have £7(0, ify) > rfj?/2/3 (/'— >°°) and
hence we see (0, 0; 0, 1) G WF w. On the other hand, we have

For any fixed ?7>0, the terms with j satisfying r/ J/2 - rj]/2\ > 1 are negligible
because of (2.6). If there exists / satisfying \rjm — ?7J/2| < 1 then it follows from
(2.5) that V(& Yj) = Q(rj~Nj) on {(£, r/); ^| < 77/3}. Consequently, we see (0, 0;
0, 1) $ WF L^w.
Let us look for M ; (JC) and/ ; (jc) satisfying (2.2) — (2.6). We shall consider the
ri

function gk(x) near x=llj. If a.-(x) =

J0

p(l/j + (x-lfj)9)dO

with p(0 =

2

(-1// ) cos jr/r then sin JT/X = o}(jc)(jir — I//) near x = l/j and hence
gk(x) = I3j(x){(x-rl)2k
where j8y(je) = aj(x)2k exp(-llx)
that
(2.7)

+ YJ(X)}

near

x=j~\

and y;(*) = tf,(*)~2* exp{l/^:- l/^:2}. Note

|j8 y (jc)|>exp(-2y) in £2/ - {|jr -j~l\ <y-2/2}

and for any integer (7 > 0
(2.8)

IjSj^OO ^Cqj4k+2« exp(-l/jc)
<q(lo g?7/ ) 2 ^exp(-l^) in fl/

hold with constants Cc/ and C^ independent of/. Here we used r?; = exp{/2/4m}.
Similarly, we have
(2.9)
Note that

ly^Wl^qOog^.) 3 ^ 2 ^ 2 '"

in

fl/.
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Dx)+gk(x)b(x,

= Pj(x)b(x, r/y) r,Jk[{(x -r1) i?)"}2* + y/00 »?;

Since (2.2) is required we may assume that /?/(*) and y/(jc) belong to CQ and
satisfy (2.8)-(2.9) in (-30, °°), by multiplying the cut function in Qj (equal to 1
on Qj). If $•(£, r?y) denotes the Fourier transform of /3j(x)b(x, ryy) then we have
I A( & »7y)l ^ Q(log riJ)']+2krijm < §>~9 for any <? > 0. Hence it suffices to require
fi(x) satisfies (2.5) in {|| < rj,} and (2.6) instead of fj(x). In fact,

If | £ < 77/2 then the first term is estimated above from Cyv;(log r]j)Nj+2kr]JNj+2m.
The similar bound holds also for the second term because of (2.5) for /,(*).
Now we shall consider the equation
(2.10) [{(x -r1)r,}'2}2k + v(x)rt + ^(x)-lb(x, rj^^x, DJrf]Uj(x)
We shall omit the suffix j for a while (by fixing /). If we write
Y(x)

=fj(x).

+ P(xrib(x, itYla(x, Dx)=

by means of (2.7) — (2.9) and (A. 3) we see that for any £>0
(2.11)

\Dlcs(x, ij)| < C^-2m

Note that the left hand side of (2.10) equals
exp -i{(x-rl)r]l/2t-tT}x{T2k+a(t,
JJ
= ®t^(x_rW4{D2k + a(t, Dr)} v(r)],

T)}9(r)drdtl2jt

where

5= 0

and v(r) = My(TT 1/2 T + .r1).
(2.12)

Jt

follows from (2.2) that

supp v(r) C {|r| < r?1/2/"2/3} = cu^.

We choose a positive 60 < 1/2 such that rjdn < r/ 1/2 /~ 2 /3 with r] = rjj : = exp(/ 2 /4m).
Since l < f c < m — € — lit follows from (2.11) that we have for any e> 0 and any
0<(5<c5o
(2.13)

|5?a?'o(^ T)I^C EfM '?j f - (A:+2) -^ +<7 ' )

if | r | <
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Ifhj(t) = h(t) is defined by
(2.14)

{D? + a(t9Dt)}v(t) = h(t)

then the proof of Theorem B is reduced to find some v(0, h ( t ) ^ ^ f satisfying
(2.12) and the following:
(2.15)

|v(0)|>l/2 and |v(/)|^ Const. r?d+l/4
\h(t}\<Const.rTN

(2.16)

\\h\\ L,< Const. rf

on

\t\ < ??1/2,

fora c>0.

(Here N = Nj and ij - ijy). In fact, we have fi( g) - r^me-^ h( £/r?}/2).
Let 0< 0(0 < 1 be a C(T ((-1, 1)) function such that 6= 1 in |f| < 1/2. Set
Ko(0 = 0(t/5rjl/2) and ^(0 = 0(f/10r/1/2). We are looking for a solution to
(2.17)

{D2* + *0(0 *(t, Df)Xl(t)} w(t) = 0

First we set w0(0 = 1-If w(0
(2.18)

= w

o(0 + wi(0 then

{Df + yl(r, Df)}iv1(0 = -^o^i (-g(O)

where A(t, Dr) = ^0(0a(^ A)^i(0- Consider this equation in the interval
/ = (-10?yi/2, 10r?1/2) with the Dirichlet boundary condition
(2.19)

D?fv 1 (±Hhj 1 ' 2 ) = 0, 9 = 0, 1, ...,*-!.

It follows from (2.13) that |(,4«, u)| < Cif"*-2||M||2 and ||D*M|| 2 => Cif *||M||*. If
G?] denotes the Green operator for this boundary value problem then
(2.20)

l|G r/ /|U 2(/) <C^||/|| L , (/) for / E L 2 ( / ) .

Since ||xi|U2 = 0(?71/4) we have \\g\\L^ = O(r]m~k-2+£] by means of (2.13). It
follows from (2.18) and (2.20) that \\W]\\L,(I} = O(r)E~114}. By (2.18) and (2.19)
we have
so that ||£>J : iv 1 || L 2 ( / ) = O(?7£~7/4). If we extend Wj outside of / by w{ = 0 then
iv! E C# and by the interpolation ||D? ^H^/) = O(rjc~7/4) for p = 0, . . . , k. In
case of fc>2, it follows from the Sobolev lemma that HiViH^ = 0(?f~7/4) and
w(0) = 1 + O(rj-{). When fc = 1 it follows from (2.18) again that ||D?iVi|| L 2 (/) =
0(rjm-3+£) and hence \\Xl w{\\L, = O(rj£-1/4). After all we see w(0) = 1 + O(r]~l).
In view of (2.17) we have
Note that Ft(t) = 0 for |;| <3jy1/2. We set Vi(Dr) = 6(D,r]-d). Then
(2.21)

{D2fk +X(Ma(t, Dt)}^l(Dl)Xl(t)w(t)

= ^lFl-[Xna, ^]Xl

Here Vi^i satisfies Vi^i = ^(jj'") on M < J?1/2. Set v t (0 = i
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Then we have
\\Dptvl\\L* = 0(ridp+l/4),p = Q, 1,2, . . . ,

(2.22)
and

V l (0 =

0(rj2*+i/4). Furthermore,

|(1 — i/;1(Dr))^i(r)>v(^)| =|

(

Vl(0)

= 1 + 0(rf1/2). In fact,

r r l(r
.. _ . _9
e S)TT (1 — I/;(T))(—D.S) {^1(^)^(5)}dsdrj

<G>/wf.r r- 2 t/r{f|D s 2 Xl |^+ fl^te^i)!*]
J ^72
6

U

^

J

1/2

= Co^.r?- ~

.

If we set g2 = [xo&•> tyi\Xiw then II^IU 2 = O(rj£~2d~k~1/4). Let w2 be G^2, that
is, a solution to
{D2tk + A}w2:=g2 in

^

with the Dirichlet boundary condition. By the similar way as for w>i we have
lk2||^(/) = O(r/ f ~ 26 ~ 7/4 ). It follows from (2.21) that
where F2 = D2k(xi-l)w2. Set y,(D,) = e(D,r]-f)/2^1)
v 2 = ^ 2 (D f )Xi(O lv 2(0 then we have

for

g

= 2, 3, ... If

(2.23)
||D, v2
Furthermore we have
{Df

+ ^0) fl<r, D f )}(V! + V2) = -[tt,flf,

.

Since 1^2^^ Vi ^e last term of the right hand side equals O(r]~™). If we set
g3 = [Xo*> V2]XiW2 then ||g3|| = O(^-46-^2-7/4). Set 1*3 = 0^3 and v3 =
V3(Dt)XiW3- Repeat this procedure N,- times with 2Nj< rjf>~*<2Nj+i. Setting
A/;

v = 2 vf we have
(2.24)

By checking the preceding argument carefully it is not difficult to see that there
exists a C0 > 0 independent of ; such that
(2.25)
for p = 0, 1, . . . , 2fc + 2 and g = l, 2, . . . .

Since C0 « r] = r]j for a sufficiently large / we see (2.15) by means of the Sobolev
lemma. By the similar way as for (2.25) we have
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\\gNi\\L, <

for C, C] > 0 independent of j. Similarly, we see that
2d 2)

- « on

for C2, C3 > 0 independent of ;. Since h = —gN + /*! + h2 on |f | < r/ l/2 , from the
above three estimates we obtain \h(t)\ < 77"^' on |f| < ?;1/2 if/ is large enough. In
view of (2.14), it follows from (2.25) that \\h\\ L, < Const. r](2k+2^+{/4 because
||(1 + D 2 )v|| L 2 - O(r]2b+l) and (1 + £>?)*(*, Dr) (1 + D2)"1 is L2 bounded. Hence
(2.16) is fulfilled. Now the proof of Theorem B is completed.
Remark. In the same way it is possible to prove the non-micro-hypoellipticity of the operator Dx + igk(x}D"yl with m>2k + 2 (cf. (0.3) of [5]).
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